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Abstract

The adversarial patch attack against image classification mod-
els aims to inject adversarially crafted pixels within a re-
stricted image region (i.e., a patch) for inducing model mis-
classification. This attack can be realized in the physical world
by printing and attaching the patch to the victim object; thus,
it imposes a real-world threat to computer vision systems. To
counter this threat, we design PatchCleanser as a certifiably
robust defense against adversarial patches. In PatchCleanser,
we perform two rounds of pixel masking on the input image to
neutralize the effect of the adversarial patch. This image-space
operation makes PatchCleanser compatible with any state-of-
the-art image classifier for achieving high accuracy. Further-
more, we can prove that PatchCleanser will always predict
the correct class labels on certain images against any adaptive
white-box attacker within our threat model, achieving certified
robustness. We extensively evaluate PatchCleanser on the Im-
ageNet, ImageNette, and CIFAR-10 datasets and demonstrate
that our defense achieves similar clean accuracy as state-of-
the-art classification models and also significantly improves
certified robustness from prior works. Remarkably, Patch-
Cleanser achieves 83.9% top-1 clean accuracy and 62.1% top-
1 certified robust accuracy against a 2%-pixel square patch
anywhere on the image for the 1000-class ImageNet dataset.1

1 Introduction

The adversarial patch attack [4, 21, 60] against image clas-
sification models aims to induce test-time misclassification.
A patch attacker injects adversarially crafted pixels within a
localized and restricted region (i.e., a patch) and can realize a
physical-world attack by printing and attaching the patch to
the victim object. The physically realizable nature of patch
attacks imposes a significant threat to real-world computer
vision systems.

1Our source code is available at https://github.com/
inspire-group/PatchCleanser.

To secure the deployment of critical computer vision sys-
tems, there has been an active research thread on certifiably ro-
bust defenses against adversarial patches [7,25,27,33,55,61].
These defenses aim to provide a certifiable guarantee on mak-
ing correct predictions on certain images, even in the pres-
ence of an adaptive white-box attacker. This strong robustness
property provides a pathway towards ending the arms race
between attackers and defenders.

Limitation of prior works: the dependence on specific
model architectures. While prior works have made signifi-
cant contributions to certifiable robustness, their defense per-
formance is hindered by their dependence on specific model
architectures. The most common architecture constraint of
state-of-the-art certifiably robust defenses against patch at-
tacks [25, 27, 33, 55, 61] is the dependence on small recep-
tive fields (receptive field is the region of the input image
that an extracted feature is looking at, or affected by). The
small receptive field bounds the number of features that can
be corrupted by the adversarial patch but also limits the in-
formation received by each feature. As a result, defenses
with small receptive fields are limited in their classifica-
tion accuracy: for example, the best top-1 clean accuracy
on ImageNet [11] achieved by prior certifiably robust de-
fenses is around 55% [27, 55] while state-of-the-art unde-
fended classification models can attain an accuracy of 80%-
90% [13,22,48,52]. The poor clean accuracy discourages the
real-world deployment of proposed defenses and also limits
the achievable robustness (since the robust accuracy can be
no higher than the clean accuracy).2

Limitation of prior works: abstention from predictions.
Minority Reports (MR) [30] is the only certifiably robust de-
fense with no assumption on the model architecture; however,
it suffers from a weaker security guarantee of being able to
only detect a patch attack (i.e., alert when an attack is de-

2Chiang et al. [7] proposed the first certifiably robust defense against
adversarial patches via Interval Bound Propagation [16, 34]. This defense
does not rely on small receptive fields but requires extremely expensive
model training. As a result, it is only applicable to small classification models
(with limited performance) and low-resolution images.
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Figure 1: Overview of double-masking defense. The defense applies masks to the input image and evaluates model prediction
on every masked image. Clean image: all one-mask predictions typically agree on the correct label (“dog"), our defense outputs
the agreed prediction. Adversarial image: one-mask predictions have a disagreement; we aim to recover the benign prediction.
We first categorize all one-mask predictions into the majority prediction (the one with the highest prediction label occurrence; the
label “cat" in this example) and disagreer predictions (the ones that disagree with the majority; the labels “dog" and “fox"). For
every mask that leads to a disagreer prediction, we add a set of second masks and evaluate two-mask predictions. If all two-mask
predictions agree with this one-mask disagreer, we output its prediction label (the label “dog"; illustrated in the upper row of the
second-round masking); otherwise, we discard it (the label “fox"; in the lower row of the second-round masking).

tected). As a result, an attacker can force the model to always
alert and abstain from making a prediction. The inability of
a model to make a prediction can compromise functionality
in applications where human fallback is unavailable (e.g.,
level-5 autonomous vehicles without human drivers).

PatchCleanser: architecture-agnostic certifiably ro-
bust image classification (without abstention). In order to
overcome the limitations of prior works, we propose Patch-
Cleanser as a certifiably robust image classification (without
any abstention) defense that is compatible with any image
classifier. The high-level idea of PatchCleanser is to robustly
remove/mask all adversarial pixels on the input image so that
we can obtain accurate predictions (on the masked images)
from any state-of-the-art image classifier.

However, the key question is: How can we mask out the
patch if the patch location is unknown? An intuitive idea is
to place a mask at all possible image locations and evaluate
model predictions on every masked image. If the mask is large
enough, then at least one masked image is benign (i.e., no
adversarial pixels) and is likely to give a correct prediction (a
similar intuition is used in MR for attack detection [30]). Un-
fortunately, despite the existence of one benign (and usually
correct) masked prediction, it is challenging to robustly dis-
tinguish this benign prediction from other masked predictions
that can be adversarially manipulated by an adaptive attacker.
To solve this challenge, we propose a double-masking algo-
rithm that achieves certifiable robustness.

We provide a defense overview in Figure 1. The double-

masking algorithm involves two rounds of pixel masking.
In the first round of masking (left of the figure), we apply
every mask from a mask set to the input image and evalu-
ate model predictions on one-masked images. The mask set
is constructed in a way that at least one mask can remove
the entire patch (regardless of the patch location) and give
a benign (and usually correct) masked prediction. When the
algorithm operates on a clean image, all one-mask predictions
usually reach a unanimous agreement, and PatchCleanser will
output the agreed label (top of Figure 1). On the other hand,
for an adversarial image, since at least one mask can remove
the patch and recover the benign prediction, we will see a
disagreement between the benign prediction and malicious
predictions (left bottom of Figure 1). To robustly identify the
benign one-mask prediction, we perform a second round of
masking: we apply a set of second masks to every one-masked
image and use inconsistencies in model predictions on a set
of two-masked images to filter out all malicious one-mask pre-
dictions (right of the figure). We will present the details of our
double-masking defense in Section 3.2 and demonstrate that
it provides certifiable robustness for certain images against
any patch attacker within our threat model in Section 3.3.

Evaluation: state-of-the-art clean accuracy and certi-
fied robust accuracy. We instantiate PatchCleanser with
three representative state-of-the-art architectures for image
classification: ResNet [19], Vision Transformer (ViT) [13],
and ResMLP [48]. We evaluate our defense performance
on three image datasets: ImageNet [11], ImageNette [14],
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Figure 2: ImageNet clean and certified robust accuracy of
PatchCleanser and prior defenses [25,33,55,61]; the certified
robust accuracy is evaluated against a 2%-pixel square patch.

CIFAR-10 [23]. We demonstrate that PatchCleanser achieves
state-of-the-art (clean) classification accuracy and also greatly
improves the certified robust accuracy from prior works [7,
25,33,55,61]. In Figure 2, we plot the clean accuracy and cer-
tified robust accuracy of different defenses on the ImageNet
dataset [11] to visualize our significant performance improve-
ments. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We present PatchCleanser’s double-masking defense that
is compatible with any image classifier to mitigate the
threat of adversarial patch attacks.

• We formally prove the certifiable robustness of Patch-
Cleanser for certain images against any adaptive white-
box attacker within our threat model.

• We evaluate PatchCleanser on three state-of-the-art clas-
sification models and three benchmark datasets and
demonstrate the significant improvements in clean accu-
racy and certified robust accuracy (e.g., Figure 2).

2 Problem Formulation

In this section, we formulate image classification models,
attack threat models, and our defense objectives.

2.1 Image Classification Model

In this paper, we focus on the image classification problem.
We use X ⊂ [0,1]W×H×C to denote the image space, where
each image has width W , height H, number of channels C,
and the pixels are re-scaled to [0,1]. We further denote the
label space as Y . An image classification model is denoted as
F : X → Y , which takes an image x ∈ X as input and predicts
the class label y ∈ Y .

We do not make any assumption on the architecture of
the image classification model F. Our defense is compatible
with any popular model such as ResNet [19], Vision Trans-
former [13], and ResMLP [48].

2.2 Threat Model
Attack objective. We focus on test-time evasion attacks.
Given a model F, an image x, and its true class label y, the
attacker aims to find an image x′ ∈ A(x) ⊂ X satisfying a
constraint A such that F(x′) 6= y. The constraint A is defined
by the attacker’s threat model, which we discuss next.

Attacker capability. The patch attacker has arbitrary con-
trol over the image pixels in a restricted region, and this
region can be anywhere on the image. Formally, we use a
binary tensor r ∈ {0,1}W×H to represent the restricted re-
gion, where the pixels within the region are set to 0 and
others are set to 1. We further use R to denote a set of re-
gions r (i.e., a set of patches at different locations). Then,
we can express the patch attacker’s constraint set AR (x) as
{r� x+(1− r)� x′ | x,x′ ∈ X ,r ∈ R }, where � refers to
the element-wise multiplication operator. When clear from
the context, we drop R and use A instead of AR .

An open research question: one single square patch at
any image location. In this paper, we primarily focus on a
popular open research question where r represents one square
region that can be anywhere on the image and the defender
has a conservative estimation of the patch size.3 This enables
a performance comparison with prior works that also focus on
this setting [7, 25, 33, 55, 61] (Section 4). Moreover, we note
that designing high-performance certifiably robust defenses
under this setting is extremely challenging due to attacker’s
arbitrary control over the patch location and patch content as
well as full knowledge of the defense setup.

Flexibility of PatchCleanser. Nevertheless, our defense
design is general and can be easily adapted for even stronger
attackers. In addition to evaluating our defense under the
setting of one single square patch in Section 4, we also quan-
titatively analyze our defense against attackers who can use
a set of different patch shapes (e.g., all possible rectangle
shapes covering a certain area at any image location) and who
can apply multiple patches (e.g., two patches at any image
location) in Section 5.1.

2.3 Defense Objective
We design PatchCleanser with three major objectives.

Robust classification. We aim to build a defended model
D for robust classification. That is, we want to have D(x′) =
D(x) = y for a clean data point (x,y) ∈ X ×Y and any ad-
versarial example x′ ∈ A(x). Note that we aim to recover the
correct prediction without any abstention, which is harder
than merely detecting an attack (e.g., Minority Reports [30]).

Certifiable robustness. We aim to design defenses with
certifiable robustness [7, 25, 33, 55, 61]: given a clean data
point (x,y), the defended model can always make a correct

3We note that similar assumptions on defender’s knowledge are also
commonly used in defenses against conventional global Lp perturbations. For
example, verifiably robust network training [16,34] and empirical adversarial
training [15, 29] need to know the norm and magnitude of the perturbations.
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prediction for any adversarial example within the threat model,
i.e., D(x′) = D(x) = y, ∀ x′ ∈ A(x). We will design a robust-
ness certification procedure, which takes a clean data point
(x,y) and threat model A as inputs, to check if the robustness
can be certified. The certification procedure should account
for all possible attackers within the threat model A , who could
have full knowledge of our defense and full access to our
model parameters. We note that the certification provides a
provable lower bound for model robustness against adaptive
attacks. This is a significant improvement over traditional
empirical defenses [10, 18, 35, 36, 40, 54], whose robustness
could be undermined by an adaptive attacker.

We note that we only discuss robustness certification for
labeled images because the certification procedure needs
ground-truth labels to check the correctness of model pre-
dictions. In our evaluation, we apply our certification proce-
dure to labeled test sets and calculate the fraction of certified
images, termed as certified robust accuracy, as our robust-
ness metric. This accuracy indicates the estimated robustness
(against the strongest adaptive attacks) when we deploy the
defense; we do not aim to guarantee robustness/correctness
for individual images in the wild.

Compatibility with any model architecture. As dis-
cussed in Section 1, prior works [7,25,33,55,61] on certifiably
robust image classification suffer from their dependence on
the model architecture (e.g., small receptive fields). Such de-
pendence limits the model performance and hinders the prac-
tical deployment of the defense. In PatchCleanser, we aim to
design a defense that is compatible with any state-of-the-art
model architecture to achieve high defense performance (re-
call Figure 2) and benefit from any advancement in image
classification research.

3 PatchCleanser Design

In this section, we introduce our PatchCleanser defense, which
is agnostic to model architectures and achieves certifiable ro-
bustness. PatchCleanser performs two rounds of pixel mask-
ing (i.e., double-masking) on the input image to neutralize the
effect of the adversarial patch (without knowing the location
and content of the patch). We present our formulation of pixel
masks in Section 3.1 and then discuss the details of double-
masking algorithm in Section 3.2. We prove the robustness of
our double-masking defense for certain images in Section 3.3.
Finally, we discuss implementation details and present an
end-to-end PatchCleanser defense pipeline in Section 3.4. We
provide a summary of important notation in Table 1.

3.1 Pixel Mask Set
PatchCleanser aims to mask out the entire patch on the image
and obtain accurate predictions from any state-of-the-art clas-
sification model. In this subsection, we introduce the concept
of a mask set used in our masking operations.

Table 1: Summary of important notation
Notation Description Notation Description

F Undefended model p̄, p̄0× p̄1 Estimated patch size
x ∈ X Input image p, p0× p1 Actual patch size
y, ȳ ∈ Y Class label k,k0× k1 Budget of #masks
m ∈M Pixel mask m,m0×m1 Mask size
r ∈ R Patch region s,s0× s1 Mask stride
P ⊂M ×Y Masked prediction set n,n0×n1 Image size

Mask set formulation. We represent each mask as a binary
tensor m∈{0,1}W×H in the same shape as the W×H images;
the elements within the mask take values of 0, and others are
1. We further denote a set of masks as M (these are similar
to the definitions of r and R ). We require the mask set M to
have the R -covering property as defined below.

Definition 1 (R -covering). A mask set M is R -covering if,
for any patch in the patch region set R , at least one mask
from the mask set M can cover the entire patch, i.e.,

∀ r ∈ R , ∃m ∈M s.t. m[i, j]≤ r[i, j], ∀(i, j)

For a particular patch region set R , there are multiple valid
R -covering mask sets M with a variable number of masks
and different mask sizes/shapes. We will discuss a general ap-
proach for R -covering mask set generation in Section 3.4. In
the next subsection, we introduce how to perform our double-
masking defense with a R -covering mask set.

3.2 Double-masking for Robust Prediction
The double-masking algorithm is the core module of Patch-
Cleanser; it performs two rounds of masking with an R -
covering mask set to robustly recover the correct prediction
label. Our defense is based on the intuition that model pre-
dictions on images without adversarial pixels are generally
correct and invariant to the masking operation: in Figure 1, we
can visually recognize the dog even with one or two masks on
the image.4 In this subsection, we first introduce the high-level
defense design and then explain the algorithm details.

First-round masking: detecting a prediction disagree-
ment. Recall that Figure 1 gives an overview of our double-
masking algorithm. In the first round of masking, we apply
every mask m from the R -covering mask set M to the input
image and evaluate all one-mask predictions (left of Figure 1).
In the clean setting, all one-mask predictions are likely to
reach a unanimous agreement on the correct label, and we
will output the agreed prediction (top of Figure 1). In the ad-
versarial setting, at least one mask will remove all adversarial
pixels; thus, at least one one-mask prediction is benign and
likely to be correct (bottom left of Figure 1). In this case, we
will detect a disagreement in one-mask predictions (benign

4A similar intuition is used in existing works [8,18,30], but we are the first
to design a certifiably robust image classification defense without abstention.
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versus malicious); we will then perform a second round of
masking to settle this disagreement.

Second-round masking: settling the prediction dis-
agreement. We first divide all one-mask prediction labels
into two groups: the majority prediction (the prediction label
with the highest occurrence) and the disagreer predictions
(other labels that disagree with the majority). We need to de-
cide which prediction label to trust (i.e., the majority or one of
the disagreers). To solve this problem, we iterate over every
disagreer prediction, get its corresponding first-round mask,
and add a second mask from our mask set M to compute a
set of two-mask predictions (right of Figure 1). If the first-
round disagreer mask removes the patch, every second-round
mask is applied to a “clean" image, and thus all two-mask
predictions (evaluated with one first-round mask and different
second-round masks) are likely to have a unanimous agree-
ment. We can trust and return this agreed prediction. On the
other hand, if the first-round disagreer mask does not remove
the patch, the one-masked image is still “adversarial", and the
second-round mask will cause a disagreement in two-mask
predictions (when one of the second masks covers the patch).
In this case, we discard this one-mask disagreer. Finally, if
we try all one-mask disagreer predictions and no prediction
label is returned, we trust and return the one-mask majority
prediction as the default exit case.

Algorithm details. We provide the defense pseudocode in
Algorithm 1. The defense takes an image x, an undefended
model F, and an R -covering mask set M as inputs and out-
puts a robust prediction ȳ. Line 2-5 illustrates the first-round
masking; Line 6-11 demonstrates the second-round masking.

Details of first-round masking. In Algorithm 1, we first call
the masking sub-procedure MASKPRED(·) using the mask
set M (Line 2). The mask set M needs to ensure that at least
one mask can remove the entire patch (i.e., R -covering); we
will discuss the mask set generation approach in Section 3.4.

In MASKPRED(·), we aim to collect all masked predictions
and determine the majority prediction label (i.e., the label with
the highest occurrence) as well as disagreer predictions (i.e.,
other predictions). We first generate a set P for holding all
mask-prediction pairs. Next, for each mask m in the mask
set M , we evaluate the masked prediction via ȳ← F(x�
m); here � is the element-wise multiplication operator. We
then add the mask-prediction pair (m, ȳ) to the set P . After
gathering all masked predictions, we identify the label with
the highest prediction occurrence as majority prediction ȳmaj
(Line 20). Furthermore, we construct a disagreer prediction
set Pdis, whose elements are disagreer mask-prediction pairs
(Line 21). Finally, we return the majority prediction label ȳmaj
and the disagreer prediction set Pdis.

After the first call of MASKPRED(·), we check if one-mask
predictions reach a unanimous agreement (i.e., the disagreer
prediction set Pdis is empty; Line 3). If Pdis is empty, we
consider the input image likely as a clean image and return the
agreed/majority prediction (Case I: agreed prediction; Line 4).

Algorithm 1 Double-masking defense of PatchCleanser
Input: Image x, vanilla prediction model F, mask set M
Output: Robust prediction ȳ

1: procedure DOUBLEMASKING(x,F,M )
2: ȳmaj,Pdis←MASKPRED(x,F,M ) . First-rnd. mask
3: if Pdis =∅ then
4: return ȳmaj . Case I: agreed prediction
5: end if
6: for each (mdis, ȳdis) ∈ Pdis do . Second-rnd. mask
7: ȳ′,P ′←MASKPRED(x�mdis,F,M )
8: if P ′ =∅ then
9: return ȳdis . Case II: disagreer prediction

10: end if
11: end for
12: return ȳmaj . Case III: majority prediction
13: end procedure

14: procedure MASKPRED(x,F,M )
15: P ←∅ . A set for mask-prediction pairs
16: for m ∈M do . Enumerate every mask m
17: ȳ← F(x�m) . Evaluate masked prediction
18: P ← P

⋃
{(m, ȳ)} . Update set P

19: end for
20: ȳmaj← argmaxy∗ |{(m, ȳ) ∈ P | ȳ = y∗}| . Majority
21: Pdis←{(m, ȳ) ∈ P | ȳ 6= ȳmaj} . Disagreers
22: return ȳmaj,Pdis
23: end procedure

On the other hand, a non-empty disagreer set implies a first-
round prediction disagreement, and the algorithm proceeds to
the second-round masking to settle the disagreement.

Details of second-round masking. The pseudocode of the
second-round masking is in Line 6-11. We will look into
every one-mask disagreer prediction in Pdis (Line 6). For
each (mdis, ȳdis), we apply the disagreer mask mdis to the
image and feed the masked image x�mdis to the masking
sub-procedure MASKPRED(·) for the second-round masking
(Line 7). If all two-mask predictions reach a unanimous agree-
ment (i.e., P ′ = ∅), we consider that the first-round mask
mdis has already removed the adversarial perturbations. Our
algorithm returns this one-mask disagreer prediction (Case II:
disagreer prediction; Line 9). On the other hand, if two-mask
predictions disagree (i.e., P ′ 6=∅), we consider that the dis-
agreer mask mdis has not removed the patch. In this case, we
discard this one-mask disagreer prediction and move to the
next one. In the end, if we return no prediction in the second-
round masking, we trust and return the one-mask majority
prediction ȳmaj (Case III: majority prediction; Line 12).

Remark: defense complexity. When the number of dis-
agreer predictions is bounded by a small constant C (which
is the usual case in the clean setting), the defense complexity
is O(|M |+C · |M |). However, its worst-case complexity is
O(|M |2) (doing all two-mask predictions). In Appendix C,
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we discuss and evaluate another defense algorithm that has the
same robustness guarantees and a better worst-case inference
complexity O(|M |), at the cost of a drop in clean accuracy.

3.3 Robustness Certification for Double-
Masking Defense

In this subsection, we discuss how to certify the robustness of
our double-masking algorithm for a given image. Recall that
we say our defense is certifiably robust for a given image if our
model prediction is always correct against any adaptive white-
box attacker within our threat model AR . The certification
only applies to labeled images since we need ground-truth
labels to check the prediction correctness.

First, we define a concept of two-mask correctness, which
we claim is a sufficient condition for certified robustness.

Definition 2 (two-mask correctness). A model F has two-
mask correctness for a mask set M and a clean image data
point (x,y), if model predictions on all possible two-masked
images are correct, i.e.,

F(x�m0�m1) = y ,∀m0 ∈M ,∀m1 ∈M

Next, we present our theorem stating that two-mask correct-
ness for a clean image (and an R -covering mask set) implies
the certifiable robustness of our defense to adversarial patches
(constrained by AP ) on that image.

Theorem 1. Given a clean data point (x,y), a classification
model F, a mask set M , and the threat model AR , if M is
R -covering and F has two-mask correctness for M and (x,y),
then our double-masking defense (Algorithm 1) will always
return a correct label, i.e., DOUBLEMASKING(x′,F,M ) =
y, ∀ x′ ∈ AR (x).

Proof. First, we present three useful claims for our proof.

Claim. Given the same conditions of Theorem 1 (R -covering
and two-mask correctness), we have:

1. There is at least one correct one-mask prediction in the
first-round masking (Line 2 of Algorithm 1).

2. There is at least one correct two-mask prediction in ev-
ery iteration of the second-round masking (Line 7 of
Algorithm 1).

3. If a first-round mask removes the patch, then all its
second-round two-mask predictions (Line 7 of Algo-
rithm 1) are correct.

Proof. The proof of three claims follows from the definitions
of R -covering and two-mask correctness.

1. The first claim holds since at least one first-round mask
removes the patch (due to R -covering) and recovers the
correct prediction (due to two-mask correctness; note
that two-mask correctness reduces to “one-mask" cor-
rectness when two masks are at the same locations).

2. The second claim holds since at least one second-round
mask removes the patch (due to R -covering) and recov-
ers the correct prediction (due to two-mask correctness).

3. The third claim holds since all the two-mask predictions
are benign and correct when the patch is removed by the
first-round mask (due to two-mask correctness).

Next, we use these three claims to prove three lemmas,
which together show that our double-masking algorithm (Al-
gorithm 1) will never return an incorrect prediction (given
R -covering and two-mask correctness). All lemmas are under
the same conditions of Theorem 1.

Lemma 1. Algorithm 1 will never return an incorrect label
via Case I (Line 4 of Algorithm 1).

Proof. If Algorithm 1 returns an incorrect label (ȳmaj 6= y) via
Case I, it means that Pdis =∅ and all one-mask predictions
in the first-round masking are incorrect as ȳmaj. This leads to
a contradiction because our first claim indicates that at least
one one-mask prediction is correct.

Lemma 2. Algorithm 1 will never return an incorrect label
via Case II (Line 9 of Algorithm 1).

Proof. If Algorithm 1 returns an incorrect label (ȳdis 6= y) via
Case II, it means that P ′ =∅ and all two-mask predictions
for the first-round disagreer (mdis, ȳdis) in the second-round
masking are incorrect as ȳdis. This leads to a contradiction
because our second claim indicates that at least one two-mask
prediction is correct in any iteration of the second-round mask-
ing.

Lemma 3. Algorithm 1 will never return an incorrect label
via Case III (Line 12 of Algorithm 1).

Proof. If Algorithm 1 returns an incorrect label via Case III,
we have ȳmaj 6= y. This implies that the correct label y is a
disagreer (recall that at least one first-round mask removes
the patch and gives the correct one-mask prediction label y).
From our third claim, we know that for this one-mask dis-
agreer (whose first-round mask removes the patch), all its
two-mask predictions are correct due to two-mask correct-
ness. Therefore, we have P ′ =∅, and Algorithm 1 will return
this disagreer ȳdis = y via Case II. This contradicts with Al-
gorithm 1 returning a label via Case III.

Putting things together, we prove in the above three lemmas
that our double-masking algorithm (Algorithm 1) will never
return an incorrect label. Since Algorithm 1 will always return
a prediction label, we have proved that our defense will always
return a correct label under the conditions of Theorem 1.

Robustness certification procedure. From Theorem 1,
we can certify the robustness of our defense on a clean/test
image by checking if our model has two-mask correctness
on that image. The pseudocode for our robust certification is
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Algorithm 2 Robustness certification for PatchCleanser
Input: Image x, ground-truth label y, vanilla prediction

model F, mask set M , threat model AR
Output: Whether x has certified robustness

1: procedure CERTIFICATION(x,y,F,M ,AR )
2: if M is not R -covering then . Insecure mask set
3: return False
4: end if
5: for every (m0,m1) ∈M ×M do
6: ȳ′← F(x�m0�m1) . Two-mask pred.
7: if ȳ′ 6= y then
8: return False . Possibly vulnerable
9: end if

10: end for
11: return True . Certified robustness!
12: end procedure

presented in Algorithm 2. First, the certification procedure
checks if mask set M is R -covering (Line 2). Next, it evalu-
ates all possible two-mask predictions (Line 5-10). If any of
the two-mask predictions is incorrect, the algorithm returns
False (possibly vulnerable). On the other hand, if all two-
mask predictions match the ground-truth y, we have certified
robustness for this image, and the algorithm returns True.

In our evaluation (Section 4), we will apply Algorithm 2 to
labeled datasets and report certified robust accuracy, the frac-
tion of labeled test images for which Algorithm 2 returns True.
We note that Theorem 1 ensures that this certified accuracy
is the lower bound of model accuracy against any adaptive
attacker within the threat model AR . For example, a certified
robust accuracy of 62.1% on the ImageNet [11] dataset im-
plies that PatchCleanser can correctly classify 62.1% of the
ImageNet test images, no matter how an adaptive attacker
(within the threat model) generates and places the patch.

3.4 Implementation of the End-to-End Patch-
Cleanser Defense

In this subsection, we first present an adaptive R -covering
mask set generation technique and then provide a complete
view of our end-to-end PatchCleanser defense.

Adaptive mask set generation. In practice, a defense
needs to operate within the constraints of available compu-
tational resources. This imposes a bound on the number of
masked model predictions that we can evaluate.5 Therefore,
we need to carefully generate a mask set that meets the com-
putation budget (i.e., the number of masks) while maintaining
the security guarantee (i.e., R -covering). We first present our
approach for 1-D “images" (Figure 3 provides two visual
examples) and then generalize it to 2-D.

5For example, there are 40k possible locations for a 24×24 mask on
a 224×224 image, and it is computationally expensive to evaluate all 40k
masked predictions.
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Figure 3: Visual examples for 1-D mask set generation. Both
mask sets are R -covering for a patch of estimated size p̄ = 2
on an image of size n = 6. Left example: smaller mask size
m = 2, smaller mask stride s = 1, and larger mask set I =
{0,1,2,3,4}. Right example: larger mask size m = 3, larger
mask stride s = 2, and smaller mask set I = {0,2,3}.

Adjusting the mask set size. We generate a mask set via mov-
ing a mask over the input image. Consider a mask of width m
over an image of size n, we first place the mask at the coordi-
nate 0 (so that the mask covers the indices from 0 to m−1).
Next, we move the mask with a stride of s across the image
and gather a set of mask locations {0,s,2s, · · · ,b n−m

s cs}. Fi-
nally, we place the last mask at the index of n−m in case the
mask at b n−m

s cs cannot cover the last m pixels. We can define
a mask set Mm,s,n as:

Mm,s,n = {m ∈ {0,1}n |m[u] = 0,u ∈ [i, i+m);
m[u] = 1,u 6∈ [i, i+m); i ∈ I}

I = {0,s,2s, · · · ,bn−m
s
cs}

⋃
{n−m} (1)

Furthermore, we can compute the mask set size as:

|Mm,s,n|= |I |= d
n−m

s
e+1 (2)

This equation shows that we can adjust the mask set size
via the mask stride s. In the example of Figure 3, we can
reduce the mask set size from 5 to 3 by increasing the mask
stride from 1 to 2. Next, we discuss the security property (i.e.,
R -covering) of the mask set M .

Ensuring the security guarantee. Using a large mask stride
might leave “gaps" between two adjacent masks; therefore,
we need to choose a proper mask size to cover these gaps to
ensure that the mask set M is R -covering. We present the
following lemma discussing the R -covering property of the
mask set Mm,s,n; we will present its proof in Appendix E.

Lemma 4. The mask set Mm,s,n is R -covering for a patch
that is no larger than p∗ = m− s+1.

Lemma 4 indicates that the mask size needs to be no smaller
than m∗ = p+ s−1 to ensure R -covering.

Mask set generation. Armed with the ability to adjust the
mask set size and to ensure the security guarantee (as dis-
cussed above), we now present our complete mask set genera-
tion approach. The procedure takes as inputs the computation
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budget k (i.e., the number of masks), the estimated patch size
p̄ (i.e., the security parameter), and the image size n, and aims
to generate a R -covering set that satisfies the computational
budget k. First, based on the the inputs k, p̄,n, we derive mask
stride s and mask size m using Lemma 4 (p̄ = m− s+1) and
Equation 2 (k = d n−m

s e+1) as follows:

s = dn− p̄+1
k

e

m = p̄+ s−1 (3)

Next, we generate the set Mm,s,n via Equation 1 accordingly.
We note that when we have a different estimation for the patch
size p̄, we only need to adjust the mask stride s and mask size
m according to Equation 3 while keeping the number of masks
k unchanged.

Generalizing to 2-D images. We can easily generalize
the 1-D mask set to 2-D by separately applying Equa-
tion 1 and Equation 3 to each of the two axes of the im-
age. For n0×n1 images, p̄0× p̄1 patches, k0× k1 number of
masks, we can calculate s0,s1,m0,m1 with Equation 3 and
obtain I0,I1 with Equation 1. The mask set generation be-
comes M(m0,m1),(s0,s1),(n0,n1) = {m ∈ {0,1}

n0×n1 | m[u,v] =
0,u ∈ [i, i + m0),v ∈ [ j, j + m1),(i, j) ∈ I0 × I1; m[u,v] =
1,otherwise}.

Remark: trade-off between efficiency and accuracy. As
shown in Equation 3, if we want to improve the efficiency
(by having a smaller k), we will have to use a larger stride
s and larger mask size m. Intuitively, the model prediction
is less accurate for a larger mask; thus, the improvement in
efficiency can be at the cost of model accuracy. Our mask
set generation approach allows us to balance this trade-off
between efficiency and accuracy in the real-world deployment.
We will study this trade-off in Section 4.3.

End-to-end PatchCleanser pipeline. With the mask set
generation technique, we can summarize the end-to-end Patch-
Cleanser pipeline as follows:

1. First, we perform adaptive mask set generation to obtain
a secure R -covering mask set M that satisfies a certain
computation budget (number of masks k0× k1).

2. Second, we perform double-masking (Algorithm 1) with
the model F and the mask set M for robust classification.

3. Third, we can use our certification procedure (Algo-
rithm 2) to certify the robustness of PatchCleanser on
a given labeled image against any adaptive white-box
attacker within the threat model AR . We will evaluate
the fraction of labeled test images that can be certified
across multiple datasets in the next section.

4 Evaluation

We instantiate PatchCleanser with three different classifica-
tion models, and extensively evaluate the defense using three

different datasets. We will demonstrate state-of-the-art clean
accuracy and certified robust accuracy of PatchCleanser com-
pared with prior works [7, 25, 33, 55, 61] and provide detailed
analysis of our defense under different settings.

In this section, we primarily focus on a single square patch
that can have arbitrary content and that can be anywhere on
the image. This setting is currently an open research ques-
tion in the field, and also allows for a fair comparison with
prior works [7, 25, 33, 55, 61]. We will show the flexibility of
PatchCleanser by demonstrating its generalization to a set of
different patch shapes and multiple patches in Section 5.1.

4.1 Setup
In this subsection, we briefly introduce our evaluation setup.
We provide additional details in our technical report [56].
Our source code is available at https://github.com/
inspire-group/PatchCleanser.

Datasets. We choose three popular image classification
benchmark datasets for evaluation: ImageNet [11], Ima-
geNette [14], CIFAR-10 [23].

ImageNet and ImageNette. ImageNet [11] is a chal-
lenging image classification dataset which has 1.3M train-
ing images and 50k validation images from 1000 classes.
ImageNette [14] is a 10-class subset of ImageNet with
9469 training images and 3925 validation images. Ima-
geNet/ImageNette images have a high resolution, and we
resize and crop them to 224×224 before feeding them to
different models.

CIFAR-10. CIFAR-10 [23] is a benchmark dataset for low-
resolution image classification. CIFAR-10 has 50k training
images and 10k test images from 10 classes. Each image is
in the resolution of 32×32. We resize them to 224×224 via
bicubic interpolation for a better classification performance.

Models. We choose three representative image classifica-
tion models to build PatchCleanser. We provide model train-
ing details in Appendix A.

ResNet. ResNet [19] is a classic Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) model. It uses layers of convolution filters and
residual blocks to extract features for image classification. We
use ResNetV2-50x1 and its publicly available weights trained
for ImageNet [11]. We finetune the model for other different
datasets used in our evaluation.

Vision Transformer (ViT). ViT [13] is adapted from NLP
Transformer [50] for the image classification task. It divides
an image into disjoint pixel blocks, and uses self-attention
architecture to extract features across different pixel blocks for
classification. We use ViT-B16-224 [13] trained for ImageNet
and finetune it on other datasets.

Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP). There have been recent ad-
vances in leveraging MLP-only architectures for image clas-
sification (e.g., MLP-mixer [47], ResMLP [48]). These archi-
tectures take pixel blocks as input and “mix" features/pixels
across locations and channels for predictions. We choose
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Table 2: Clean accuracy and certified robust accuracy for different defenses and datasets†

Dataset ImageNette [14] ImageNet [11] CIFAR-10 [23]

Patch size 1% pixels 2% pixels 3% pixels 1% pixels 2% pixels 3% pixels 0.4% pixels 2.4% pixels

Accuracy (%) clean robust clean robust clean robust clean robust clean robust clean robust clean robust clean robust

PC-ResNet 99.6 96.4 99.6 94.4 99.5 93.5 81.7 58.4 81.6 53.0 81.4 50.0 98.0 88.5 97.8 78.8
PC-ViT 99.6 97.5 99.6 96.4 99.5 95.3 84.1 66.4 83.9 62.1 83.8 59.0 99.0 94.3 98.7 89.1

PC-MLP 99.4 96.8 99.3 95.3 99.4 94.6 79.6 58.4 79.4 53.8 79.3 50.7 97.4 86.1 97.0 78.0

IBP [7] computationally infeasible 65.8 51.9 47.8 30.8
CBN [61] 94.9 74.6 94.9 60.9 94.9 45.9 49.5 13.4 49.5 7.1 49.5 3.1 84.2 44.2 84.2 9.3
DS [25] 92.1 82.3 92.1 79.1 92.1 75.7 44.4 17.7 44.4 14.0 44.4 11.2 83.9 68.9 83.9 56.2

PG-BN [55] 95.2 89.0 95.0 86.7 94.8 83.0 55.1 32.3 54.6 26.0 54.1 19.7 84.5 63.8 83.9 47.3
PG-DS [55] 92.3 83.1 92.1 79.9 92.1 76.8 44.1 19.7 43.6 15.7 43.0 12.5 84.7 69.2 84.6 57.7
BagCert‡[33] – – – – – – 45.3 27.8 45.3 22.7 45.3 18.0 86.0 72.9 86.0 60.0

† We mark the best result for PatchCleanser models and the best result for prior works in bold.
‡ The BagCert numbers are provided by the authors [33] through personal communication since the source code is unavailable; results for ImageNette are not provided.

ResMLP-S24-224 [48] in our evaluation. We take the pre-
trained model for ImageNet, and finetune it for other datasets.

Adversarial patches. Following prior works [7, 25, 33,
55], we report defense performance against a square patch
that takes 1%, 2%, and 3% of input image pixels for Ima-
geNet/ImageNette and a square patch with 0.4% and 2.4%
pixels for CIFAR-10 images. We allow these patches to have
arbitrary content and be anywhere on the image. In Sec-
tion 4.3, we also report results for larger patch sizes (ranging
from 2% to 62% image pixels) to understand the limit of our
defense. In Section 5.1, we quantitatively discuss the implica-
tions of using a set of different rectangle patch shapes as well
as multiple patches.

Defenses. We build three defense instances PC-ResNet, PC-
ViT, PC-MLP using three vanilla models of ResNet, ViT, and
MLP. In Section 4.3, we will analyze the effect of different
defense setups (i.e., the number of masks). In our default
setup, we set the number of masks k0×k1 = k2 = 6×6, which
has high certified robustness and moderate computational
overhead. We then generate the R -covering mask set M as
discussed in Section 3.4.

We also report defense performance of prior works Interval
Bound Propagation based defense (IBP) [7], Clipped Bag-
Net (CBN) [61], De-randomized Smoothing (DS) [25], Patch-
Guard (PG) [55], and BagCert [33] for comparison. We use
the optimal defense settings stated in their respective papers.

Evaluation Metrics. We report clean accuracy and certi-
fied robust accuracy as our evaluation metrics. The clean ac-
curacy is defined as the fraction of clean test images that can
be correctly classified by our defended model. The certified
robust accuracy is the fraction of test images for which Algo-
rithm 2 returns True (certifies the robustness for this image),
i.e., no adaptive white-box attacker can bypass our defense.
In addition to accuracy metrics, we also use per-example
inference time to analyze the computational overhead.

Remark: no need to implement adaptive attacks. As
discussed in Section 3.3, certified robust accuracy is the lower
bound of model accuracy against any adaptive attacker within

Table 3: Clean accuracy of vanilla models
ImageNette ImageNet CIFAR-10

ResNet [19] 99.8% 82.3% 98.3%
ViT [13] 99.8% 84.8% 99.0%

MLP [48] 99.5% 80.2% 97.8%

the threat model. Therefore, it is not necessary to empirically
evaluate robustness using any concrete adaptive attack strat-
egy: empirical robust accuracy is always higher than certified
accuracy.

4.2 State-of-the-art Clean Accuracy and Cer-
tified Robust Accuracy across All Datasets

We report our main evaluation results for PatchCleanser in
Table 2 and compare defense performance with prior works.

State-of-the-art clean accuracy. As shown in Table 2,
PatchCleanser achieves high clean accuracy. Take PC-ViT as
an example, PatchCleanser achieves 99.5+% clean accuracy
for 10-class ImageNette, 83.8+% for 1000-class ImageNet,
and 98.7+% for CIFAR-10. We further report the accuracy
of state-of-the-art vanilla classification models in Table 3.
From these two tables, we can see that the clean accuracy of
our defense is very close to the state-of-the-art undefended
models (the difference is smaller than 1%). The high clean
accuracy can foster real-world deployment of our defense.

High certified robustness. In addition to state-of-the-art
clean accuracy achieved by our defense, we can see from
Table 2 that PatchCleanser also has very high certified robust
accuracy. For ImageNette, our PC-ViT has a certified robust
accuracy of 97.5% against a 1% square patch. That is, for
97.5% of the test images, no strong adaptive white-box at-
tacker who uses a 1%-pixel square patch anywhere on the
image can induce misclassification of our defended model.
Furthermore, we can also see high certified robust accuracy
for ImageNet and CIFAR-10, e.g., 66.4% certified robust ac-
curacy for a 1%-pixel patch on ImageNet and 94.3% certified
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Figure 4: The effect of mask set size on de-
fense performance (ImageNet)
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Figure 5: Trade-off between overhead and accuracy on ImageNet (left:
clean accuracy; right: certified robust accuracy)

robust accuracy for a 0.4%-pixel patch on CIFAR-10.
Significant improvements in clean accuracy and certi-

fied robust accuracy from prior works. We compare our
defense performance with all prior certifiably robust defenses.
From Table 2, we can see that all our defense instances (i.e.,
PC-ResNet, PC-ViT, and PC-MLP) significantly outperform
all prior works in terms of both clean accuracy and certified
robust accuracy. Notably, for a 2%-pixel patch on ImageNet,
PC-ViT improves the clean accuracy from 54.6% to 83.9%
(29.3% gain in top-1 accuracy) and boosts the certified ro-
bust accuracy from 26.0% to 62.1% (the accuracy gain is
36.1%; the improvement is more than 2 times). Moreover,
we can see that the certified robust accuracy of PC-ViT is
even higher than the clean accuracy of all prior works. These
significant improvements are due to PatchCleanser’s com-
patibility with state-of-the-art classification models, while
previous works are fundamentally incompatible with them
(recall that PG [55], DS [25], BagCert [33], CBN [61] are all
limited to models with a small receptive field).

We can also see large improvements across datasets in-
cluding ImageNette and CIFAR-10. For a 2%-pixel patch on
ImageNette, PC-ViT improves clean accuracy from 95.0% to
99.6% and certified robust accuracy from 86.7% to 96.4%.
For a 2.4%-pixel patch on CIFAR-10, PC-ViT improves clean
accuracy from 86.0% to 98.7% (12.7% gain) and certified
robust accuracy from 60.0% to 89.1% (29.1% gain).

Takeaways. In this subsection, we demonstrate that Patch-
Cleanser has similar clean accuracy as vanilla state-of-the-art
models, as well as high certified robust accuracy. In compari-
son with prior certifiably robust defenses, we demonstrate sig-
nificant improvements in both clean accuracy and certified ro-
bust accuracy. These improvements showcase the strength of
defenses that are compatible with any state-of-the-art model.

4.3 Detailed Analysis of PatchCleanser
In this subsection, we provide a detailed analysis of Patch-
Cleanser models. We will discuss the trade-off between de-
fense performance and defense overhead, study the implica-
tions of over-estimated patch sizes, and finally explore the
limit of PatchCleanser against larger patches.

There is a trade-off between defense performance and

defense overhead (balanced by the number of masks). In
this analysis, we use PC-ViT against a 2%-pixel patch on
5000 randomly selected ImageNet test images to study the
trade-off between defense performance and defense overhead.
In Figure 4, we report the clean accuracy, certified robust
accuracy, and per-example inference time (evaluated using
a batch size of one) for PC-ViT configured with different
computation budgets (i.e., number of masks k2). As shown in
the figure, as we increase the number of masks, the certified
robust accuracy first significantly improves and then gradually
saturates. This is because a larger k2 gives a smaller mask
stride and leads to a smaller mask size, which enhances the
robustness certification. However, we also observe that the
per-example inference time greatly increases as we are using
a larger number of masks. Therefore, we need to carefully
choose a proper mask set size to balance the trade-off between
defense performance and defense overhead. In our default
setting, we prioritize the defense performance and use a mask
set size of 62 = 36.

We further visualize the defense overhead and defense per-
formance (in terms of clean accuracy and certified robust
accuracy) for different defenses in Figure 5. As shown in
the figure, CBN [61] (12.0ms), PG-BN [55] (44.2ms), and
BagCert [33] (14.0ms) have a very small runtime since they
only requires one-time model feed-forward inference. For
PC-ViT, we report the performance trade-off under different
mask set sizes ranging from 4 to 36 (we omit PC-ResNet and
PC-MLP for simplicity). We can see that when PC-ViT is
optimized for classification accuracy, we have 83.8% clean
accuracy and 62.2% certified robust accuracy with a moderate
defense overhead (672.4ms). On the other hand, when PC-
ViT is optimized for defense efficiency, we achieve a small
per-example inference time (78.8ms) while still significantly
outperforming prior works in terms of clean accuracy (82.7%)
and certified robust accuracy (44.3%). Furthermore, we note
that prior works such as DS [25] and PG-DS [55] have a
much larger defense overhead on ImageNet (4740.0 ms and
4918.0ms, respectively).

From this analysis, we demonstrate that there is a trade-off
between defense strength and defense efficiency. In Patch-
Cleanser, we can tune mask set size to balance this trade-
off. In contrast, while prior works like PG-BN [55] and
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Figure 7: Clean accuracy for defense
setups against different patch sizes (Im-
ageNet)
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Figure 8: Certified robust accuracy
against different patch sizes (Ima-
geNet)

BagCert [33] have a smaller inference time, they cannot fur-
ther improve their defense performance regardless of addi-
tionally available computation resources. Finally, we argue
that our defense can be applied to time-sensitive applications
like video analysis by performing the defense on a subset of
frames. We also note that we can significantly reduce the em-
pirical inference time by running the masked prediction eval-
uation (i.e., MASKPRED(·) in Algorithm 1) in parallel when
multiple GPUs are available. With the improvement in com-
putation resources and the development of high-performance
lightweight models, we expect the computational cost to be
mitigated in the future.

Over-estimation of patch sizes has a small impact on
the defense performance. PatchCleanser requires a conser-
vative estimation of the patch size (as a security parameter)
to generate a proper mask set (the dependence on patch size
estimation is similar to several prior works [30,55,58]). In this
analysis, we aim to study the defense performance when we
over-estimate the patch size. In Figure 6, we plot the defense
performance as a function of an estimated patch area (i.e.,
the number of pixels) on the ImageNet dataset (the actual
patch has 32×32 pixels on the 224×224 image)). The x-axis
denotes the ratio of the estimated patch area to the actual
patch area; 100% implies no over-estimation. As shown in
the figure, as the over-estimation becomes greater, the clean
accuracy of PC-ViT is barely affected while the certified ro-
bust accuracy gradually drops. We note that even when the
estimation of the patch area is conservatively set to 4 times the
actual area of the patch, PC-ViT still significantly outperforms
all prior works.

Understanding the limit of our defense with larger
patch sizes. In Figure 7 and 8, we report the defense per-
formance of PC-ViT against different patch sizes on the
224×224 ImageNet test images. This analysis helps us to
understand the limit of PatchCleanser when facing extremely
large adversarial patches. Figure 7 shows that, as we increase
the patch size, the clean accuracy of PC-ViT slowly decreases.
For example, even when the patch size is 112×112 (on the
224×224 image), the clean accuracy is still above 80%. The
clean accuracy finally deteriorates to 0.1% (random guess)
when the patch is extremely large as 192×192. Figure 8
shows that the certified robust accuracy also decreases when

a larger patch is used. When a large patch of 64×64 is used,
we have 46.1% certified robust accuracy; when the patch is as
large as 112×112 (half of the image size), we still have a non-
trivial top-1 certified robust accuracy of 20.5% for 1000-class
classification. We note that we use a fixed number of masks
(k2 = 36) for this analysis; this shows that PatchCleanser per-
forms well across different patch sizes when having a fixed
computational budget.

We further plot the clean accuracy and certified accuracy
of prior defenses [25, 55, 61] in Figure 7 and 8. We can see
that the certified robust accuracy of prior works drops quickly
to zero when we consider a larger patch, while PatchCleanser
achieves a much higher robust accuracy across all patch sizes.
We note that the clean accuracy of CBN [61] and DS [25]
does not change due to their fixed defense parameters. When
the certified robust accuracy of DS and CBN reduces to zero
(at a patch size of 96px), PatchCleanser still has a much higher
clean accuracy and certified robust accuracy.

5 Discussion

In this section, we quantitatively discuss the implications
of multiple patch shapes and multiple patches, the Minority
Reports defense [30], limitations and future work directions.

5.1 PatchCleanser against Multiple Patch
Shapes and Multiple Patches

In Section 4, we primarily focus on the scenario of one square
patch. In this subsection, we further demonstrate the compati-
bility of our defense with (1) a set of different patch shapes
as well as (2) multiple patches.

Intuition. The key requirement of PatchCleanser is using
an R -covering mask set M . Therefore, to counter an attacker
who can use a patch from a set of different patch shapes or
who can use multiple patches, we only need to consider a
mask set that includes masks of different shapes or multiple
masks to ensure R -covering and plug the mask set into our
double-masking algorithm.

Different patch shapes. First, we consider a scenario
where an attacker can use any rectangle shape that cov-
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Table 4: Defense against different patch shapes (all possible
rectangle shapes that consist of 1% image pixels) and multiple
patches (two 1%-pixel square patches).

Dataset ImageNette ImageNet CIFAR-10

Accuracy (%) clean robust clean robust clean robust

Any 1% rectangle 99.2 91.8 85.4 49.8 99.4 82.6
1% square (baseline) 99.6 96.6 84.2 68.2 99.0 92.6

Two 1% square patches 98.8 89.2 83.8 45.8 98.6 76.6
One 2% square patch 99.2 95.6 83.8 63.2 99.0 91.2

ers at most 1% pixels of the 224×224 image (502 pixels),
which includes thousands of shapes ranging from 1×224 to
22×22. To counter this strong attacker, we consider a shape
set S = {5×224,12×83,23×38,39×20,84×12,224×5};
we claim that 6 shapes in S together can cover any 1%-pixel
rectangle shape (more details in Appendix B). We then gen-
erate masks for 6 different rectangles and use these masks
in the double-masking algorithm. We report the defense per-
formance in the upper half of Table 4, which shows that our
defense has high clean performance and certified robust ac-
curacy. We note that the reported certified robust accuracy
accounts for a much stronger attacker that can use any rect-
angle shape covering at most 1% pixels, explaining a drop in
certified robustness from the baseline. Nevertheless, our de-
fense performance (while considering a stronger adversary) is
still much better than those of prior works against a 1%-pixel
square patch (recall Table 2).

Multiple patches. To handle multiple (K) patches, we can
generate a mask set that includes all possible K-mask combi-
nations; the certification needs to check 2K-mask correctness
(more details in Appendix B). In the lower part of Table 4,
we report defense performance against two 1%-pixel patches.
Our defense achieves good defense performance against two
patches (e.g., 98.8% clean accuracy and 89.2% certified ro-
bust accuracy for two 1% square patches anywhere on the
ImageNette images). Moreover, we compare the defense per-
formance against a 2%-pixel square patch (which has the
same number of adversarial pixels). We can see that our de-
fense performance for two patches is reduced compared to
that for one-patch; however, the numbers are still much higher
than prior works against a 2%-pixel square patch in Table 2.

5.2 PatchCleanser and Minority Reports
In this paper, we propose PatchCleanser for certifiably ro-
bust prediction without abstention. In contrast, another pixel-
masking defense, Minority Reports (MR) [30], only achieves
a weaker robustness notion for attack detection: an attacker
can force MR to always abstain from prediction. Though the
certified robust accuracy for these two defenses with different
robustness notions are not directly comparable, we implement
MR and PatchCleanser (using the same number of masks) and
report their defense performance against a 2%-pixel patch on
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Figure 9: Defense performance of PC-ViT and MR-ViT on
ImageNet; note that robustness notions are different (robust
prediction for PatchCleanser vs. attack detection for MR).

ImageNet in Figure 9.
First, we observe that MR can balance the trade-off between

clean accuracy and certified robust accuracy. Second, MR
achieves the highest certified robust accuracy (76.9%) due to
the easier certification for a weaker robustness notion. Third,
PatchCleanser achieves a similar value of certified robust
accuracy (∼62%) to MR when their clean accuracy is around
84%. This is remarkable given that PatchCleanser eliminates
the issue of abstentions/alerts.

5.3 Limitation and Future Work
Improving defense efficiency. Compared to some prior
works [33,55,61], PatchCleanser achieves better performance
at the cost of efficiency (recall Figure 5). In Section 4.3 (Fig-
ure 4), we also see a trade-off between defense performance
and efficiency. How to improve the efficiency of the under-
lying model (e.g., EfficientNet [46]) and the algorithm (e.g.,
our alternative inference algorithm in Appendix C) is inter-
esting to study. We note that PatchCleanser’s runtime can be
improved by evaluating masked predictions in parallel with
multiple GPUs.

Relaxing the prior estimation of the patch shape and
patch size. PatchCleanser requires a conservative estimation
of the patch shape/size as the security parameters to generate
the mask set. This dependence on the prior knowledge is sim-
ilar to that of verifiably robust network training [16, 34] and
empirical adversarial training [15,29] against global pertur-
bations [6, 15, 45], which need to know the norm and mag-
nitude of the perturbations. This limitation is also shared by
masking-based defenses [30,55,58]; an underestimated patch
size/shape will undermine the robustness. How to relax the
dependence on this prior knowledge is important to study. In
Section 5.1, we demonstrate how to mitigate the dependence
on prior knowledge of patch shape by considering all possible
patch shapes and using a union of different mask shapes.

Handling potential semantic changes caused by masks.
PatchCleanser uses masks to achieve substantial robustness
against adversarial patches, and we have demonstrated its ef-
fectiveness on common image datasets. However, the masking
operation might lead to semantic changes for special classi-
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fication tasks (e.g., a classifier trained to recognize masks).
In these special cases, we could use colored masks for Patch-
Cleanser and further train the classifier to distinguish between
vanilla masks and PatchCleanser masks. We leave further
explorations for future work.

6 Related Work

6.1 Adversarial Patch Attacks
The adversarial patch attack was first introduced by Brown et
al. [4]; this attack focused on generating universal adversarial
patches to induce model misclassification. Brown et al. [4]
demonstrated that the patch attacker can realize a physical-
world attack by printing and attaching the patch to the victim
objects. A concurrent paper on the Localized and Visible
Adversarial Noise (LaVAN) attack [21] aimed at inducing
misclassification in the digital domain. Both of these papers
operated in the white-box threat model, with access to the
internals of the classifier under attack. PatchAttack [60], on
the other hand, proposed a reinforcement learning based attack
for generating adversarial patches in the black-box setting.

There have been adversarial patch attacks proposed in other
domains such as object detection [28], semantic segmenta-
tion [43], and network traffic analysis [44]. In this paper, we
focus on test-time attacks against image classification models.

6.2 Adversarial Patch Defenses
To counter the threat of adversarial patches, heuristic-based
empirical defenses, Digital Watermark (DW) [18] and Local
Gradient Smoothing (LGS) [36], were first proposed. How-
ever, Chiang et al. [7] had shown that these defenses were
ineffective against an adaptive attacker with the knowledge
of the defense algorithm and model parameters [7].

The ineffectiveness of empirical defenses has inspired
many certifiably robust defenses. Chiang et al. [7] proposed
the first certifiably robust defense against adversarial patches
via Interval Bound Propagation (IBP) [16, 34], which conser-
vatively bounded the activation values of neurons to derive a
robustness certificate. This defense requires expensive train-
ing and does not scale to large models and high-resolution
images. Zhang et al. [61] proposed Clipped BagNet (CBN)
to clip features of BagNet (a classification model with small
receptive fields) for certified robustness. Levine et al. [25]
proposed De-randomized Smoothing, which fed small im-
age regions to a classification model and performed majority
voting for the final prediction. Xiang et al. [55] proposed
PatchGuard as a general defense framework with two key
ideas: the use of small receptive fields and secure feature ag-
gregation. Metzen et al. [33] proposed BagCert, a variant of
BagNet with majority voting, for certified robustness.

A key takeaway from our paper is that the dependence
of prior works on specific model architectures (e.g., small

receptive fields [25, 27, 33, 55, 61]) greatly limits the defense
performance; in contrast, the compatibility of PatchCleanser
with any model architecture leads to state-of-the-art clean
accuracy and certified robust accuracy.

Another line of certifiably robust research focuses on attack
detection. Minority Reports (MR) [30] places a mask at all
image locations and uses the inconsistency in masked predic-
tion voting grids as an attack indicator. PatchGuard++ [58]
performed a similar defense in the feature space. We note that
the first-round masking of PatchCleanser is is similar to the
masking operation of MR; we provided detailed comparison
in Section 5.2. A concurrent work ScaleCert [17] uses super-
ficial important neurons to detect a patch attack; we omit its
detailed discussion due to different defense objectives.

Some other recent defenses focus on adversarial training
and robust model architecture [10, 35, 40, 54], but they lack
certifiable robustness guarantee. In other domains like object
detection, empirical defenses [20,26,41] and certifiably robust
defenses [57] have also been proposed. We omit a detailed
discussion since PatchCleanser focuses on certifiably robust
image classification.

6.3 Other Adversarial Example Attacks

In addition to adversarial patch attacks and defenses, there is
a significant body of work on adversarial examples. Conven-
tional adversarial attacks [2,3,6,15,29,37,45] aim to introduce
a small global Lp perturbation to the image for model misclas-
sification. Empirical defenses [31, 32, 38, 59] were first pro-
posed to mitigate the threat of adversarial examples, but were
later found vulnerable to a strong adaptive attacker with the
knowledge of the defense setup [1,5,49]. The fragility of these
heuristic-based defenses inspired a new research thread on
developing certifiably robust defenses [9,16,24,34,39,42,53].
In contrast, we focus on adversarial patch attacks, whose per-
turbations are localized and thus are realizable in the physical
world.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose PatchCleanser for certifiably robust
image classification against adversarial patch attacks. Notably,
PatchCleanser is compatible with any state-of-the-art classi-
fication model (including ones with large receptive fields).
PatchCleanser uses a double-masking algorithm to remove
all adversarial pixels and recover the correct prediction with-
out any abstention. Our evaluation shows that PatchCleanser
outperforms all prior works by a large margin: it is the first
certifiably robust defense that achieves clean accuracy compa-
rable to state-of-the-art vanilla models while simultaneously
achieving high certified robust accuracy. PatchCleanser thus
represents a promising new direction in our quest for secure
computer vision systems.
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A Details of Experiment Setup

For all high-resolution images (i.e., ImageNet [11], Ima-
geNette [14]), we resize and crop them into 224×224. For
low-resolution images (i.e., CIFAR-10 [23]), we resize them
to 224×224 (via bicubic interpolation) without cropping. We
use timm library [51] to build all vanilla models and load
weights trained for ImageNet [11]. In our default setting, we
use Cutout data augmentation [12] for the model training.
Specifically, we apply 2 masks of size 128×128 at random
locations to the 224×224 training images; this training-time
data augmentation can improve model prediction invariance
to pixel masking. We note that the Cutout training is only
an optional step in PatchCleanser pipeline.We further report
the defense performance with and without Cutout training in
Table 5.

We provide additional details of experiment setup in our
technical report [56]. We release our source code at https:
//github.com/inspire-group/PatchCleanser.

B Additional Details for Defenses against Dif-
ferent Patch Shapes and Multiple Patches

In Section 5.1, we quantitatively discussed PatchCleanser
against a stronger attacker who use a set of different patch
shapes or use multiple patches. In this section, we provide
additional details of our implementation and evaluation.
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Different patch shapes. To generate a mask set that is
robust to a patch that use any rectangle shape that covers at
most 1% pixels of the 224×224 image (502 pixels), we first
consider a rectangle shape set S = {5× 224,12× 83,23×
38,39×20,84×12,224×5}. We claim that these 6 shapes in
S together can cover any 1%-pixel rectangle shape.6 To prove
this covering property, we let a and b be the height and width
of the rectangle patch, respectively. We know that a ·b < 502
(1% image pixels). If a≤ 5, then the patch is covered by the
5×224 rectangle. If 5 < a ≤ 12, then b < 502/6 < 84, and
the patch is covered by the 12×83 rectangle. If 12 < a≤ 23,
then b< 502/13< 39, and the patch is covered by the 23×38
rectangle. If 23 < a ≤ 39, then b < 502/24 < 21, and the
patch is covered by the 39×20 rectangle. If 39< a≤ 84, then
b < 502/40 < 13, and the patch is covered by the 84× 12
rectangle. Finally, if 84 < a ≤ 224, then b < 502/85 < 6,
and the patch is covered by 224×5 rectangle. Now we have
considered all 1%-pixel rectangles and proved the covering
property. Next, we can generate a mask set M ′ for every shape
in S (as discussed in Section 3.4) and take the union of all
M ′ as the R -covering mask set M .

We implement our strategy and report the defense perfor-
mance for 500 randomly selected test images in Table 4. We
additionally note that, in some cases, we can see a higher
clean accuracy for PatchCleanser against all rectangle shapes,
compared to PatchCleanser against the square patch. This is
because we are using a larger number of masks, and Patch-
Cleanser could become less likely to output an incorrect dis-
agreer label in the clean setting.

Multiple patches. As discussed in Section 5.1, to defend
against an attacker who can use K patches, We can generate
a mask set with all possible K-mask combinations, at least
one of which can remove all patches. We then apply our
double-mask algorithm with this mask set for robust image
classification. In order to certify the robustness of a given
image, we need to check if the image predictions are correct
for all 2K-mask combinations.

In Table 4, we provide a proof of concept for our multiple-
patch defense. We select 500 random test images from each
dataset and report defense performance against two 1%-pixel
patches.

C Challenger Masking: Improving Inference
Complexity

Our double-masking defense (Algorithm 1 in Section 3.2) has
inference complexity of O(|M |2) in the worst case (doing all
two-mask predictions). In this subsection, we introduce a new
inference algorithm named challenger masking, which has
better worst-case complexity of O(|M |), the same certified
robust accuracy, but slightly lower clean accuracy. Similar to

6There are other valid shape sets S . Here, we only provide one example
as proof of concept.
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Figure 10: Comparison of clean accuracy and per-example
inference time between two inference algorithms

our double-masking algorithm (Algorithm 1 in Section 3.2),
the challenger masking involves two rounds of masking: if
the first-round masking reaches a unanimous agreement on
masked predictions, we return the agreed prediction label;
otherwise, we play a challenger game (in the second-round
masking) to settle the disagreement.

Challenger game. The high-level idea of the challenger
game is to let different masked predictions challenge each
other and output the game-winner as the final prediction. For
two masks m0,m1 that give different masked predictions (i.e.,
ȳ0 6= ȳ1, ȳ0 = F(x�m0), ȳ1 = F(x�m1)), we apply both two
masks to the image and evaluate the two-mask prediction
as ŷ = F(x�m0�m1). If the two-mask prediction ŷ agrees
with any of the one-mask prediction ȳ0 or ȳ1, we consider the
agreed prediction as the winner of this challenger game. Our
algorithm will discard a mask once it loses any challenger
game and continue to play the game until there is only one
label left (i.e., no challenger exists). Finally, we output the
winner label as the robust prediction. Intuitively, if the first-
round mask removes the patch, then adding a second mask
is unlikely to give a different prediction (since the second
mask is applied to a benign image). Therefore, the mask that
removes the patch has a great chance to win this challenger
game. We provide additional details of algorithm pseudocode
in our technical report [56].

Robustness certification. The robustness certification con-
dition for this challenger game is the same as our double-
masking defense: two-mask correctness. This is because if
a model has two-mask correctness, the first-round mask that
removes the patch will never lose the challenger game.

Remark: defense complexity. The first-round masking
needs O(|M |) masking operations evaluation. In the chal-
lenger game, every first-round mask will be used as a chal-
lenger for at most one time. Therefore, the complexity for the
challenger game is also O(|M |). In summary, the algorithm
has a complexity of O(|M |), in contrast to O(|M |2) of our
double-masking algorithm (Algorithm 1).

Performance evaluation. We note that challenger mask-
ing and double-masking (Algorithm 1) have the same cer-
tified robust accuracy (certified via two-mask correctness),
but different clean accuracy and inference efficiency. In Fig-
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Figure 11: Certified robust accuracy for images with different
salient object sizes (PC-ViT on ImageNet)

ure 10, we plot the per-example runtime (on clean images)
and clean accuracy of two algorithms on the ImageNet dataset.
As shown in the figure, the challenger masking algorithm has
better defense efficiency but lower clean accuracy. We note
that the double-masking algorithm has higher clean accuracy
because it is more conservative in trusting a one-mask dis-
agreer: double-masking requires all two-mask predictions in
the second-round masking to give the same prediction label
while challenger masking does not require this. As a result,
the double-masking algorithm is less likely to return an incor-
rect disagreer prediction for clean images whose robustness
cannot be certified. We prioritize the defense accuracy and
choose the double-masking algorithm in the main body of the
paper.

D PatchCleanser Robustness for Images with
Different Object Sizes and Object Classes

In this subsection, we study how the certified robustness of
PC-ViT is affected by object sizes and object classes on the
ImageNet [11] dataset.

Object size. We take the annotations of object bounding
boxes from the ImageNet [11] dataset to study how the object
size affects the certified robustness. For each image, we count
the number of pixels of the union of all bounding boxes as our
measure of the salient object size. We plot the certified robust
accuracy (against a 2%-pixel patch) of images with different
salient object sizes (in the percentage of image pixels) in Fig-
ure 11. As shown in the figure, we can see that PatchCleanser
generally has higher certified robust accuracy for larger ob-
jects. This is an expected result since small objects might be
completely occluded by the adversarial patch (see Figure 12
for visual examples).

Object class. In Figure 13, we plot the distribution of cer-
tified robust accuracy for different image object classes. We
can see that most classes have high certified robustness, but
the certified robust accuracy can vary greatly across different
object classes. For example, we can achieve 100% certified
robust accuracy for some classes (e.g., classes “n02116738:

Figure 12: Visualization of 32×32 occlusion on 224×224
ImageNet images with small objects
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Figure 13: Certified robust accuracy and average object size
across different classes (PC-ViT on ImageNet; the class in-
dices are sorted based on the certified robust accuracy)

African hunting dog", “n02342885: hamster", “n11879895:
rapeseed", and “n12057211: yellow lady’s slipper") while we
only have 4% certified robust accuracy for some classes (e.g.,
classes “n02107908: Appenzeller" and “n04152593: screen").
Moreover, we plot the average object size (in the percentage
of the image pixels) for each class. The result further demon-
strates that the certified robust accuracy is affected by not only
the object size (Figure 11), but also the object class. Further
diagnosis on the classes with poor performance is one of our
future work directions.

E Proof of Lemma 4

Lemma 4. The mask set Mm,s,n is R -covering for a patch that
is no larger than p∗ = m− s+1.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider the first two
adjacent masks in the 1-D scenario, whose mask pixel index
ranges are [0,m−1] and [s,s+m−1], respectively. Now let
us consider an adversarial patch of size p∗. In order to avoid
being completely masked by the first mask, the smallest index
of the patch has to be no smaller than j∗ = (m−1)− (p∗−
1)+1 = s. However, we find that the second mask starts from
the index s, so the patch that evades the first mask will be
captured by the second mask.
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